97 ford taurus transmission

The most recently reported issues are listed below. The gear won't go into park. When its
placed in park the vehicle continues to move. I had to call road side assistance because I didn't
know what to do. No injuries were cause or the police weren't called. This is dangerous and its a
recall for my vehicle. Yesterday evening me and my family stopped at a gas station and my
girlfriend went into the big apple in canton, maine. She was in there for awhile and I had been
sitting in the car with the engine running. I went in the store to see what was taking so long and
while I was in there I heard the children screaming. All three of them were in the back seat and
the car backed up by itself and I ran out of the store after it. It ran into a telephone pole and I
immediately demanded to know who touched the car. Nobody had, the car was still in park. It
must of backed up about 10 to 15 mph before hitting the pole. If the pole had not of been there
the car would of crossed rt. My children were so scared they wouldn't get back in the car. They
said they didn't really no what to do so that's when I called your number and they said I could
file a complaint on line. No one has been injured by this yet,but I would really like to get this
took care of,any help you could offer would be great. Thank you. I own a 97 Ford Taurus wagon,
I purchased it used from a non Ford dealer in with 43, miles on it. In may I had to have a new
transmission put in at 54, Now in August at , miles another transmission has to be put in. Ford
did replacement of the previous transmission, told me it was a new one. The power steering had
gone out due to the wrong automatic transmission fluid being placed in the vehicle. The
consumer was unable to change gears. It was determined the transmission was no longer
operable. Vehicle stalls momentarily and then suddenly jumps into gear while driving. The
pump that is attached to the transmission is aluminum and is causing the part to fail and
overheat. While the vehicle is in drive it will not move at all and will accelerate without prior
warning. The transmission leaked a liquid substance which caused the vehicle to jerk and made
the gears difficult to switch. The forward clutch metal band gave out causing the transmission
not to move or shift into gear. Please fill in additional information. Dealer is aware of the
problem. Would like to know the number of reported failures on this automatic transmission
component for this model year vehicle. Transmission would intermittently slip from drive to
neutral while driving. Dealer was notified, and unable to duplicate the problem. Consumer
stated there is a reoccurring problem with the automatic transmission, which is causing vehicle
to hesitate when driving up on an incline, dealer and manufacturer were notified. Consumer also
stated this happens when driving on a leveled surface. Vehicle would not go into overdrive.
Servo cover could have been the problem. There was a recall, 97v, dealing with transmission
servo cover. Also, engine light came on, and vehicle was not shifting. Had not contacted dealer.
Consmer stated that even though there is a recall his claim was denied by manufacturer stating
they needed a receipt for every 30, miles saying that the transmission was serviced, consumer
had the transmission replaced, however the next day vehicle began experiencing same
problems, after three attemps to fix problem it was determined that the clip for shuttle valve
breaks, however there was no recall for the clip. While vehicle was at a light transmission
locked up and would not let consumer get out of first gear. Contacted dealer, and the dealer was
not willing to do anything. Transmission would jerk when shifting into gear. Felt like being
rearended. Finally transmission quit working. Towed to dealership, and informed by mechanic
transmission needed to be replaced due to being non repairable. Consumer has had 2 incidents
with vehicle rolling backwards after being put in park. During first incident consumer had
vehicle in park, vehicle turned off and got out. Consumer had to run back to vehicle because it
was rolling backwards, and hit her son's vehicle before she could get to it. Second incident was
on 11th of may, again consumer had vehicle in park; but, this time was still inside vehicle. Only
way of stopping was to push down of brakes and pull up emergency brake. Police had towing
company to come out and look. They stated everytime vehicle went in reverse or park it locked
gears up. Transmission was all over the driveway, and they also found gear cable was cut.
Consumer complained of this problem since purchase. Dealer urged consumer to put parking
brake on for each normal stop. Consumer was trying to get Ford to cooperate with problem.
Vehicle will not move forward without making a ticking noise. Dealership is aware of problem.
While driving at 65 mph. With many other cars around me the transmission just stopped the
auto acted as if I had shifted into neutral and would not work in drive or loe gears. If not for the
driver behind me seeing I had a problem and helping by slowing other cars down I would not
have been able to coast off the road saftly. There was no warning that this was going to
happen,no slippage or other problems with the tranny. The garage told me that this happens
often with the Ford Taurus and is quite commin. I can see where this could lead to many
accidents and think it would be something you should look into. Premature failure of
transmission at only 54, miles due to worn down bearings. When driving at slow speeds vehicle
goes from drive to neutral. Service bulletin intermittent neutral condition - no warranty coverage
even though Ford has upgraded the part. Car continues with the neutral condition of

transmission after repair transmission 7 times. I think this is a safety issue with the Ford Taurus
mfr. Not willing to do anything about it. Transmission quit. If we were on interstate, would have
caused major problem. When I stop at a stop light or stop sign the transmission drops in to
neutral and does not want to go into gear, you have to rev the engine to get it to move and then
the trans. Jerks real hard, the dealer said it was the cervo's at first and now the are saying a
sensor is causing the problem but that we would have to pay for it since the warranty is out!.
The dealer advised us to go to his mechanic and have it checked. The mechanic read a p code,
cleared the code, road-tested the car, and advised us to continue to drive, and see if it would
reset or not. In the ongoing months engine check light came on three more times. There were
no problems and the car was operating normally. These three times it was taken to the Ford
dealership, the code cleared and we were sent on our way. The last time, however, we said that
this problem has got to be solved! The needle bearing had failed and the pump shaft scored the
bore in valve body. This is a definite case of premature failure, caused probably by a
manufacturing defect. I was sold a 5 star lemon. The carfax wesite has 6 lemon history reports.
Also my car has a recall on ax4s auto-trans. I have the reports. Please check all reports, I feel
me and my family is in grave danger, please I don't want to die. Please deal with this situation
as soon as possible. My life is in your hands. Vehicle acts as if in park, though it shifts to all
gears- car doesn't move. Car locked up while driving in middle of a turn. Out of warranty by 3
weeks, but in on mileage. Dealer and manufacturer unwilling to claim responsibility. Requested
dealership to check transmission at time of purchase, felt that the transmission did not shift
smoothly, was told nothing was wrong. Car Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1.
Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic Transmission problem 3. Automatic
Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem 5. Automatic Transmission problem
6. Automatic Transmission problem 7. Automatic Transmission problem 8. Automatic
Transmission problem 9. Automatic Transmission problem Other Power Train related problems
of the Ford Taurus. Automatic Transmission problems Transmission Failure problems.
Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Power Train problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear
problems. Transmission Noise problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems.
Transmission Not Engage problems. Noises During Shifting problems. Transmission Fluid
Leaking problems. Manual Transmission problems. Transmission Stuck In Gear problems. I
have a 97 ford taurus, and recently have been having problems with the transmission. It started
out small, car would jerk taking off from a stop sign, did not find any leaks though. Over time it
got worse, and now the car will not shift out of first gear. Checked the fluid level and it was low,
so put in more fluid. Within 10 minutes of driving and letting the car run, checked the fluid level
again and it was completely empty. There were no visible leaks, no puddles on the ground, its
like the fluid just dissappeared into thin air. The speedometer and odometer also stopped
working. Car now sits, because I can't drive it down the road, it barely goes over 15 miles an
hour. I have no clue what the problem could be. Am workin on taking it to the local shop, but
want an opinion first. So I can find out if this is fixable by myself or if I do in fact need a new
transmission. Do you. HI there, Modern transmissions are very complex items and can be
beyond the knowable of general mechanics and as there are so many special tools and often a
clean room is recommended before doing any work it is not advisable that the home mechanic
attempts any serious repairs, this will have to be diagnosed with a few tests by a transmission
specialist they will be able to do a test and report for you, I would start here. Was this answer.
Please login or register to post a reply. Related Transmission Not Shifting Content. Sponsored
links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Was driving to New York and lost all shifting from the trans.
Filled it back up with trans fluid and came out the bell housing. Was told the pumps in the trans
were defective but never recalled. What happens is when I start the engine and try to shift gears
it starts to die unless you put it back in park or quickly press on the gas pedal. Though pressing
on the gas doesn't always work. Tranny failed within 80, miles This was the second
transmission in four years of ownership, of this Detroit Nightmare. All this transmission left me
with was 1st gear and reverse. The last transmission only lost the overdrive. I had it replaced
with a junkyard transmission and sold it immediately. I'll never own any more Detroit Iron, as
this isn't the first time that I've had them let me down in a catastrophic mechanical failure. I was
traveling from Ohio to southern Florida and when I was on the Fla. I was driving 55 m. Very
much a pain in the ass. After having it rebuilt, in an out-of-state tranny shop, I had to put the
unexpected cost on my credit card. Lovely, just lovely! I don't know about the rest of you but it's
getting old! I as well have a Ford Taurus transmission that went out for the third time. I will not
replace it a 4th time As children most of us were taught to take responsibility for our actions
and I feel that the time has come for the children of the Ford Motor Co. From all the complaints I
have read there has got to be enough leverage behind us, especially when Ford admits to
knowing about the problem, to make some changes. I admit though I am in the dark on how to

go about it, maybe better business bureau or consumer affairs? One last thing I want to
apologize to the women that have come across this and read it I apologize for the use of the foul
language I am just soooo feed up and tired of this and I'm sorry! This was a family
hand-me-down car. Last month the starter went out so I replaced that. A few days ago my car
wouldn't shift from park to drive. After about 15 minutes it finally went into drive, so I took my
son to school. Same problem happened again. About 20 minutes later it suddenly shifted into
drive, but it's been stuck in my driveway ever since. I ended up losing my job because of this. I
am a single mother and a student, and cannot afford to fix this or buy a new car. I will never,
never, never buy an American car. My next vehicle will be a Toyota or a Honda. Have had this
car for about 5 years now. This is by far one of the best cars I have ever owned. Crash safety
ratings make my first car look like a casket waiting to happen. Also the ABS saved my bacon
more than a couple times. The ride is luxury car, the handling okay, fuel efficiency okay for the
time frame, and reliability is about what you expect with American cars. Your going to spend
money fixing them, that's why they cost less than Japanese cars even the ones built in the US. I
was very disappointed however when the transmission failed. Having owned other cars
american and Japanese that easily surpassed , miles without transmission incident, I found this
failure particularly unacceptable. I had been religious with the fluid and filter change as well,
which made it all the more unacceptable. I had purchased the car with 50, miles on it. It now has
, miles on it, so far the tranny failure being the worst of the problems in terms of expense. It was
a soft failure, giving plenty of notice that something was wrong. What was even more devilishly
disturbing is that the actual failure was an electronic switch buried in the transmission. The
transmission itself was functional in terms of the gearing, but the clutch which engages at
highway speeds to reduce slippage that occurs via the torque converter, and disengages to
allow slippage at lower speeds via the torque converter activation switch somehow had a leak
where tranny fluid was getting in and shorting out the connector. The only way to fix it was to
remove the tranny and open it up. Rather than take the expensive route, I went cheap and
replaced the tranny with a younger junkyard sourced tranny. Slightly risky no one wants that 1
in 10 unit that will have the same problem but probably worth it when you get over , you never
know what else may fail. At least on american iron. Still, it is by far one of the best cars I've ever
owned. But Ford really needs to address long term drive train if they want to stay in the
business. And of course canceling production of your highest sales volume vehicle isn't the
brightest idea can you say failed attempt to transition to more expensive, less efficient vehicle?
Did you say ? Taurus' are known for transmission failure especially in this year. The only known
fix is to rebuild the trans, if they just replace the trans it still has the same defect, rebuilding
eliminates the defect and the problem is fixed. This is the 2nd time I've had to have a rebuilt
transmission put into this car. I'm fed up with it. I had the car for about 6 months when it went
out the first time. Now a year and a half later I'm replacing it again. I'm a single mom with a
limited income and can't afford to buy another car Ok well i see a lot of the very same problems
were having with our transmission we know its going to go out all the way, no doubt. Were
going to drive it til it drops so to speak. We figured out though if you accelerate until its about to
shift and then let off and let it shift on its own it doesn't jerk as much. Also if you put it in neutral
between gears it seems to shift easier. I know this car is junk i just thought maybe other people
could try what were doing to get the most out of the car. Personally with all its problems its not
worth it to pay the money needed to fix it. When I got the car it had 3, miles on it. Then at about
15, miles the transmission dies. It wasn't covered under warranty because it was or 12 month
which ever came first. Also for the past year my car says it's in reverse but it is really in park.
This car, like my last Taurus, has been the worst car ever. I knew the Taurus was famous for
transmission trouble, but I had faith in the dealer when he said ford had fixed the problem. I
haven't decided whether I'm gonna torch the damn thing or if I will replace it and sell it to
someone else I will tell them of the famous ford transmissions- but I'll replace with another
brand or something. The old saying is true of FORD--found on roadside daily! I feel it should
have been covered by warrenty. I made the mistake in the past I had a taurus and the
transmission went out about
2001 dodge dakota blower motor replacement
saab 9 3 crankshaft position sensor
2001 dodge stratus door panel
the same time, which after there was a recall bad year. After I bought this car gave the other car
to my son. I already had bought this car and they said shouldn't have the same problem
because it was a problem. They no longer had issues. Well they were wrong. Otherwise the car
has been fairly good. I can only say better not happen again it is getting to about the same
mileage the when the other when died the second time. If you have a for-profit service, contact

us. Most Common Solutions: not sure 12 reports rebuild transmission 12 reports replaced with
junkyard tranny 2 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Helpful websites No one has added a helpful site for this
Taurus problem yet. Be the first! Find a good Ford mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in
your area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint.
Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

